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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSION 

     Chapter six is the conclusion of the study. Section 6.1 provides the summary of 

the findings. In section 6.2, the pedagogical implications will be discussed. Section 

6.3 describes the limitations of the present study and section 6.4 offers some 

suggestions for further research.   

 

6.1 Summary 

     In order to have a glimpse of negotiations in natural L2 classrooms, especially 

the teenagers, this study was conducted in a senior high school in Taiwan. The 

participants were gathered from three classes in the same grade, and in each class 

these participants had known one other for at least four months. They were all males; 

thus, gender variables could be excluded. The participants were also screened by 

GEPT to ensure that the participants’ English proficiency was between elementary 

and intermediate levels.  

The social relationship in a pair was the focus. Thirty-eight pairs were thus 

divided into familiar ones and unfamiliar ones. The tasks were based on the format 

proposed by Skehan and Foster (1995) to require students to perform in various task 

conditions. This study results were based on both quantitative and qualitative data. 

Quantitatively, it was surprising to find no significant differences between familiar 

and unfamiliar pairs in terms of the three negotiation features on three kinds of tasks. 

Only in task types could the researcher find the significant differences, and more 
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specifically, it is the describe-and-draw task that elicited most negotiations. However, 

qualitatively, there were obvious differences in interactive communication between 

familiar and unfamiliar pairs, such as the power/solidarity relationships reflected in 

their amount of negotiation, repair strategies, and the tendency of agreement or 

disagreement, etc. 

 

6.2 Pedagogical Implications 

Although the findings in this study are not consistent with previous studies such  

as Plough and Gass (1993) and O’Sullivan (2002), the study raises a number of 

implications related to classroom instruction. First, compared with teacher-led lessons, 

peers can positively help students learn the target language. The members can rely on 

“their shared experiences” (Cazden, 2001, p. 112), such as the common knowledge of 

the popular culture which is meaningful to them. Besides, “socially shared cognition” 

(Cazden, 2001, p. 113), such as students’ body positionings and gestures, can also 

facilitate encoding and communication.  

Second, to improve learners’ listening and speaking ability, it seems imperative 

for teachers to provide learners with opportunities to produce output. It is assumed 

that because of the learners’ few chances of communicating in English, the 

negotiation features are generally few. Besides, it is not hard to detect that the 

learners’ utterances still contain many grammatical or phonetic problems and they are 

usually short and brief. It reflects that although the learners have learned English for 

at least 3 years, the oral ability is still low. Thus, there is a need of implementing tasks 

requiring interaction between individuals. Based on this study, the researcher suggests 

that the one-way required information exchange task, such as the describe-and-draw 
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task, works best for the students’ interaction. Since participants are required to 

negotiate to complete the task, they may have more opportunities to listen and speak, 

which may trigger SLA.    

In addition to having the opportunities to negotiate, to enhance students’ SLA 

and communicative competence, teaching students how to communicate well seems 

also necessary. It is known that factors, such as the age, sex, familiarity, and the role 

of speaker and hearer, will determine whether to adopt conversational strategies 

marking affiliation or dominance (Richards, 1983). However, most high school 

teachers still emphasize linguistic usage too much without putting sociolinguistic 

knowledge and strategy use into pedagogy. Thus, the researcher suggests that teachers 

should implement different activities reflecting real-life contexts, within which 

diverse relational power and distance between interlocutors and the weightness of 

imposition on the interlocutors may interact greatly, so that the different strategies to 

show deference or solidarity may be learned and practiced.  

On the other hand, students also need to know how to solve communication 

breakdowns and adopt various repair strategies. Based on the findings of this study, 

the researcher suggests teachers need to pay more attention to instructing 

comprehension checks and directing students to notice language-related episodes and 

recasts to smooth over communication problems.  

Fourth, for the conservationists to feel valued and approved of, it is necessary to 

build a suitable atmosphere of rapport. Although most of the unfamiliar pairs in this 

study still worked together to get their tasks done in order to save the face of their 

partners, many of them underwent great power dynamics. Many unfamiliar pairs were 

reluctant to be engrossed in the task-based negotiation to avoid losing face and 
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embarrassment. Since involvement and attentiveness in the discourse are essential for 

successful communication and SLA to take place (Varonis and Gass, 1985), 

unfamiliar pairs may not be as optimal as familiar pairs in pairwork design. As Plough 

and Gass (1993) emphasize:  

The optimal condition for the promotion of negotiation in NNS discourse 

occurs in those instances in which both the conditions of involvement in the 

discourse and a non-threatening environment are met (p. 52). 

Because the learners were acquainted with each other, and/or because the in-group 

concept in Chinese culture prevailed, there were no great differences in the quantity of 

negotiating features when they were paired up with unfamiliar classmates. However, 

the researcher still suggests that students should be paired up according to their 

familiarity. In other words, when we consider the amount of negotiation only, the way 

to pair male students up in senior high schools is not as hard as supposed. However, 

considering the students’ inner feelings and involvement in the task, the researcher 

thinks that the pairing work still needs serious consideration. SLA researchers and 

teachers should be careful not to take the study results of the impact of pairwork on 

L2 development without taking into account the learners’ affection, involvement, 

attentiveness, and individual differences.  

 

6.3 Limitations of the Present Study 

Since the current study is exploratory, there are some points the researcher 

failed to manage well. First, the study was based only on a limited number of male 

students in one senior high school, and the subjects were thus not sufficient enough. 

Second, if the time for each task could have been longer, the results might have been 
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different. Third, the task complexity and difficulty in this study was not verified by 

delicate experiments. Lastly, only three interactional features were in focus, but in fact, 

there are still other features worth investigating. In sum, the findings in the current 

study cannot be generalized in other student populations and classroom contexts.   

 

6.4 Suggestions for Further Research 

For the future study, the researcher suggests that first, stimulated recalls should 

be given to learners to reproduce the thoughts they have when engaged in the 

activities so that the learners’ affective dimension related with social dynamics can be 

observed more clearly (Morris and Tarone, 2003). Second, female students in senior 

high schools or other school types should be taken into account since there may be 

differences between the male and the female. Third, it will be interesting to 

investigate whether the findings could be applied to other interactional features, such 

as echoes, interruptions, etc. Fourth, interaction may be more task-dependent; thus, 

different types or complexities of tasks should be further analyzed to test which kind 

can elicit most negotiations and learners’ involvement.  

     Indeed, interaction studies are very complicated, varying from context to 

context, from task to task. Although this study is limited in many ways, the researcher 

believes that the results could reinforce the caution of the generalization of the 

laboratory-based research findings in L2 classrooms. Hopefully, this natural 

classroom study might lead the teacher-researchers to reconsider L2 instruction and 

L2 students’ learning environment in Taiwan’s senior high schools so that the learners 

can have a better backwash from interaction. 

 


